Simon Says Stamp Tenta-Cuddles

Technique: watercolor/Copics/stenciling


TIME: around 30 – 45 minutes

STAMPS:
Simon Says Stamp Tenta-Cuddles

INKS:
Gina K Amalgam (copic Friendly)

Hero Arts Watercolor Inks:
Dark Teal, Indigo, Deep ocean

Copic Markers:
Purple: V12, V15,
Teal: BG11, BG13, BG49
Blue: B12, B24
Green: YG03, YG17, YG67
Yellow: Y02, Y19, Y38, YR04
Brown: E31, E35, E57

ACCESSORIES:
Spellbinders Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Circle Thin Frames Dies
Misti Stamping Platform
Palette Knife
Signo White Gel Pen
Tombow permanent tape runner
Simon Says Stamp Big Momma foam tape
Tim Holtz scissors
Silicone Bone Folder
Heat Tool
Ranger anti-static Mat

Simon Says Stamp In the Round Stencil
Gina K Designs Glitz Glitter Gel
Waffle Flowers, Water Media Mat
.25 Scor Tape
Fiskars Paper Cutter
Score Pal Mini
Absorber Stamp Cleaning Shammy
Simon Says Stamp White Embossing Powder

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:

Misti Stamping Platform
Palette Knife
Signo White Gel Pen
Tombow permanent tape runner
Simon Says Stamp Big Momma foam tape
Tim Holtz scissors
Silicone Bone Folder
Heat Tool
Ranger anti-static Mat

Simon Says Stamp In the Round Stencil
Gina K Designs Glitz Glitter Gel
Waffle Flowers, Water Media Mat
.25 Scor Tape
Fiskars Paper Cutter
Score Pal Mini
Absorber Stamp Cleaning Shammy
Simon Says Stamp White Embossing Powder

Neenah Solar White 110#
4-1/4 x 11 score and fold at 5-1/2 - card base

Neenah Solar White 80#
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – stamp, color and cut out art pieces

Canson 140# watercolor paper
5 x 6 – smooshed watercolor bubble

Simon Says Stamp Sunshine
1 x 5 – sentiment – trimmed after embossing
DIRECTIONS:
1. On the Water Media Mat, add the hero arts watercolor and spritz with water. Smoosh the watercolor paper into it, drying after each application. Continue until the entire paper is covered. Let dry.
2. Die cut the watercolor paper with the second from largest circle die.
3. Adhere the half bubble to your work surface then secure the “In the round” stencil over it and use the palette knife to add a thin layer of Gina K Glitz Glitter Gel over the bubble. Remove the stencil immediately and wash it and the palette knife.
4. Use the Misti Stamping Tool to stamp the images onto the Neenah card stock and color with copic markers.
5. Cut out the images and set aside.
6. White heat emboss both sentiments onto the colored card stock and trim.
7. Once everything is dry, add the Big Bubble to the top folding A2 card base using Scor Tape
8. Stamp the small bubbles and color them with the blue copic markers
9. Place small piece of foam tape on the back of all the art pieces and sentiments and attach
10. Clean the stamps with the Shammy

Happy Stamping

Simon Says Clear Stamps TENTACUDDLES...
Simon Says Stamp Stencil IN THE ROUND...
Therm O Web Gina K Designs IRIDESCENT...
Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
Canson XL WATERCOLOR PAPER 9x12 140lb...
Copic Sketch Marker Y02
CANARY YELLOW...

Copic Sketch Marker Y19
NAPOLI YELLOW...

Copic Sketch Marker Y38
HONEY Bright...

Copic Sketch Marker YR04
CHROME...

Copic Sketch Marker E31
BRICK BEIGE...

Copic Sketch Marker E35
CHAMOIS Light...

Copic Sketch Marker E57
LIGHT WALNUT...

Uni-Ball Pen Signo Gel WHITE
UM-153...

PD113 Liquid Watercolors
Deep Ocean...

PD114 Liquid Watercolors
Indigo...

PD121 Liquid Watercolor
Dark Teal...

Waffle Flower WATER MEDIA
MAT WFT001...

3M 2 INCH WIDE POST-IT TAPE 36 Yards...
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